
Fabrica de articole științifice 

 

 

 Am avut enorma surpriză să dau peste una din cele mai redutabile mașinării de articole 

științifice. O „jucărie” extrem de eficientă și de utilă pentru foarte multe persoane întrucât 

acestea, pe baza „performanțelor” publicistice „științifice, au avansat în cariera profesională, în 

general didactică, deși în afacere sunt implicați și procurori, judecători, primari, oameni politici.  

 Inventatorul acestei mașinării a înțeles din timp ce se cere pe piață. A înțeles și s-a 

conformat cât se poate de repede: piața academică românească cere articole științifice publicate în 

limba engleză, în reviste de specialitate apărute în străinătate (preferabil în America), indexate în 

baze de date internaționale. Cum nimic nu se compară cu ce faci tu cu mâna ta, căci nu mai 

depinzi de unul și de altul, de „mofturile” evaluatorilor străini, de îndelungate perioade de 

așteptare, dar mai ales scapi de acele extrem de cronofage activități care se cheamă „cercetare”, 

„studiu”, „citit” și „scris” și mai ales când natura a împletit până la contopire cromozomul omului 

de acțiune și cromozomul „intelectualului”, „profesorului universitar”, pui mâna pe mouse și treci 

la treabă: înființezi o editură, și nu oricare, ci una cu sediul la New York (numită mai întâi 

Denbridge Presss, apoi Addelton Academic Publishers (New York)1, care la rândul ei va edita 

niscaiva reviste „străine”, mai înființezi un institut de cercetare, tot „american” și, ca să fie 

tacâmul complet, înființezi și câteva baze de date unde îți indexezi propriile reviste. În plus, îți 

acorzi singur câteva premii decernate de către fantomaticele institute și edituri pe care le 

patronezi.  

 După ce uleiul e încins vine timpul să turnăm preparatul. Ce să torni însă într-o revistă 

dacă ție nu-ți place cartea? Ce să torni într-o revistă dacă n-ai nici o idee în cap și nici n-ai chef 

să-ți pierzi vremea cu asemenea ocupații bune pentru sărăntoci? Tu vrei să avansezi, să devii 

conferențiar, profesor, șef de departament, să iei și să faci bani cât mai repede și cu cât mai puțin 

efort - nu este aceasta definiția eficienței? Și ca tine sunt atâția, atâți de mulți... de ce nu i-ai folosi 

în propriul tău interes?  

 Și aici intervine ideea „strălucită” a inventatorului: o mașinărie, de o simplitate uluitoare, 

care să producă articole, o bandă rulantă pe care la un capăt pui un titlu, iar la celălalt iese 

articolul gata rumenit și bine indexat, numai bun de raportat ca lucrare științifică. „Dă-mi tema și 

până mâine articolul e gata, iar poimâine este publicat într-o revistă internațională și indexat într-

o duzină de baze internaționale.” Oferta este tentantă, greu de refuzat, mai ales când te gândești 

că poți comanda zeci de articole într-un an.  

 Modul de funcționare a mașinii de articole: se introduce tema primită într-un motor de 

căutare, se descarcă câteva lucrări găsite, se introduce un ctrl+F cu termenul-cheie în text și alegi 

propoziții și fraze relevante. Se mai adaugă și niște ghilime ici și acolo, se mai pun niște referințe 

bibliografice pentru a „acoperi” plagiatul. Propozițiile și frazele astfel extrase sunt dadaist 

amestecate și la capătul acestui efort de „spălare de idei” rezultă o frumusețe de articol științific, 

de aproximativ cinci pagini. O asemenea tiparniță de articole științifice adaugă la lista 

falsificatorilor – de bani, de acte, de opere de artă – ignobila ocupație a falsificatorului de articole 

științifice. Solicitantului de articol științific i se înmânează – contracost? – în cel mai scurt timp 

produsul falsificat, urmând ca acesta să obțină diferite și mari beneficii, de la trecerea frauduloasă 

                                                 
1 Sediul „faimoasei” case editoriale Addelton Academic Publishers din New York 50th Street, Woodside, New York 11377, USA 
coincide cu adresa personală a domnului Theodor Damian, preot ortodox, cadru didactic la Universitatea Spiru Haret. 



a granițelor dezvoltării profesionale până la obținerea de granturi importante sau la obținerea unor 

importante poziții în lumea „academică”.  

 Lipsa de imaginație a patronului acestei mașinării este inimaginabilă: rezumatele pe care 

textele copy-paste redactate de domnia sa le poartă în deschidere sunt concepute exact în aceeași 

manieră în care sunt alcătuite textele: „X a spus că..., dar Y zice că..., în concluzie Z afirmă că...”. 

Iată un exemplu luat la întâmplare din „producția” științifică a editorului, George Lăzăroiu, 

conferențiar universitar la Facultatea de Jurnalism a Universității Spiru Haret: în CV-ul domniei 

sale raportează pentru un singur an – 2009 – douăzeci și două asemenea articole, iar în fișa 

candidatului pentru postul de conferențiar (pe care l-a și obținut prin Ordinul Ministrului 

Educației  declară că a publicat 119 articole în reviste „internaționale”, de fapt în propriile lui 

ficțiuni apărute la editura Denbridge Presss / Addelton Academic Publishers (New York) :  

 
ABSTRACT. Lamont shows that many contenders for prestigious fellow- 

ships are selected because of a combination of excellence and diversity 

considerations. Finkin and Post claim that no university currently deals with 

its faculty as if academic freedom of research and publication were an 

individual right to be fully free from all institutional restraint. Areen main- 

tains that academic freedom is about much more than faculty speech: it is 

central to the functioning and governance of colleges and universities. On 

Jones’s reading, what distinguishes a group as a group for right-holding 

purpose is quite different for the corporate than for the collective conception. 
(în George Lăzăroiu, SCHOLARLY JUDGMENT AS A SOCIAL PROCESS, Contemporary 

Readings in Law and Social Justice, vol. 1 (1) 2009, p. 578) Articolul respectiv are trei pagini și 

jumătate cu tot cu abstract. 

Articolul produs sub acest nume de către lăcătușul academic George Lăzăroiu arată astfel 

(subliniat cu galben reprezintă tot ce este preluat cuvânt cu cuvânt, nesubliniate au rămas 

cuvintele de legătură, singura contribuție originală a domnului Lăzăroiu:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://addletonacademicpublishers.com/abstracts/contemporary-readings-in-law-and-social-justice/volume-1-1-2009/scholarly-judgment-as-a-social-process.html
http://addletonacademicpublishers.com/abstracts/contemporary-readings-in-law-and-social-justice/volume-1-1-2009/scholarly-judgment-as-a-social-process.html


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

În Review of Contemporary Philosophy  Volume 11, 2012, pp. 140–145, ISSN 1841-5261 se află 

o adevărată pleiadă de astfel de produse. Ele sunt plasate, strategic, la sfârșitul revistei, după ce, 

în prealabil, „li se ia ochii” cititorilor cu contribuțiile notabilităților internaționale, al căror rol 

este să ia piuitul eventualilor cârcotași. Unul după altul, se succed 4 articole scrise de aceeași 

mână, făcute după același calapod: cutare zice, celălalt afirmă, cutare susține… (vezi pdf-ul 

atașat: 4 Review of Contemporary Philosophy) Mașinăria acoperă o plajă foarte întinsă, de la 

ontologie la textile.  

 

 Articolele scrise și publicate  de membrii „comunității științifice” addelton-iste sunt, de la 

un capăt la altul, niște plagiate ordinare. Crezând că fentează legea și că nu poate fi acuzat de 

plagiat dacă menționează sursa, singura contribuție originală a autorilor este introducerea 

fragmentelor preluate cu sau fără ghilimele: Jones notes…, Jones writes… etc). Chiar atunci cînd 

../Downloads/Review_of_Contemporary_Philosophy_11,_2012.pdf


nu se pun ghilimele, textul aparține tot autorului sau autorilor prăduiți. Iată un exemplu 

concludent: 

 
NEWS AS A SOCIAL ARTIFACT    

 
                                           GEORGE LĂZĂROIU 
                                                    Spiru Haret University 
 

 

ABSTRACT. Rosen claims that newspapers have to investigate the main issues of the community and give a chance to 
groups that have different opinions to discuss them. Entman holds that media may be systematically assisting certain 
entities to induce their preferred behavior in others. Ward provides the philosophical fra- mework for pragmatic news 
objectivity. Picard notices that changes in tech- nologies, society, and media-use patterns are disrupting the business 
models that provided financial resources for news organizations. Barnhurst observes that reporters’ definition of news 
emerged as the telegraph and telephone (along with wire services) became a network for covering the who, what, when, 
and where of politics. 
 
 

Rosen claims that newspapers have to investigate the main issues of the community and 
give a chance to groups that have different opi- nions to discuss them (newspapers should 
report the results of the investigation and the sense of the discussion). “Newspapers grew 
up on the premise that people were connected to their communities and wanted to know 
what was going on, wanted to be involved, in many cases wanted to make a contribution.”1 
Entman proposes integrating the insights generated by framing, priming, and agenda-
setting research through a new, systematic effort to conceptualize and understand their 
implications for political power. Entman distinguishes bias from news slant. “Slant 
characterizes individual news reports and editorials in which the framing favors one side 
over the other in a current or potential dispute. Main- stream news organizations contend 
that they treat competing frames equivalently, ensuring that their reports do not slant. 
Yet, political actors constantly (and strategically) complain that the media favor their op- 
ponents. It seems reasonable to hypothesize that these elites might sometimes have it 
right: They or their opponents do often succeed in imposing slant on mainstream media 
reports. Slanted news is not, as journalists tend to insist, the rare exception.”2 Entman 
holds that media may be systematically assisting certain entities to induce their preferred 
behavior in others; the media may be helping to distribute political power to particular 
groups, causes, or individuals; to reveal media content biases, we must show patterns of 
slant that regularly prime audiences to support the interests of particular holders or 
seekers of political power. “As political communication research demonstrates, 
indisputable facts play only a partial role in shaping the framing words and images that 
flow into an audience’s consciousness. Because almost any nontrivial reality will be 
controversial (susceptible to two or more framings) what we can and should do is to 
determine whose power over government action is likely enhanced by media framing. 
[…] The media’s decision biases operate within the minds of individual journalists and 
within the pro- cesses of journalistic institutions, embodied in (generally unstated) rules 
and norms that guide their processing of information and influence the framing of media 
texts.”3 Entman explains that any given set of perceived facts can yield news that slants 
toward one side, the other side, or even neither side; ideologies held by reporters and 
editors may play a role in shaping the news; all information-processing persons and 
organizations employ heuristics. “Because facts rarely speak for themselves, strategic 
actors must deploy such assets as charisma, a delicate balance of inti- midation and 
flattery, and rhetorical proficiency to promote favored framing. Journalists’ responses to 

A comentat [XYZ1]: “… newspapers have to investigate the 
main issues of the community and give a chance to groups that 
have different opinions to discuss them; also, newspapers 
should report the results of the investigation and the sense of 
the discussion (Rosen, 1999, p.21-27).”  
Jinbong Choi , “Public Journalism in Cyberspace: A Korean 

Case Study” 
http://lass.calumet.purdue.edu/cca/gmj/fa03/graduatefa03/g
mj-fa03-choi.htm 
 

A comentat [XYZ2]: “… proposes integrating the insights 
generated by framing, priming, and agenda-setting research 
through a new, systematic effort to conceptualize and 
understand their implications for political power.” Entman 
2007:  163 

A comentat [XYZ3]: “  to  distinguish  bias  from  news  
slant” Entman 2007:  165 

A comentat [XYZ4]: “… media may be systematically 
assisting certain entities to induce their preferred behavior in 
others. That is to say, the media may be helping to distribute 
political power to particular groups, causes, or individuals. This 
brings us to the proposed definition of content bias: 
consistent patterns in the framing of mediated  communication 
that promote the influence of one side in conflicts over the use 
of government power. By this definition, to reveal media 
content biases, we must show patterns of slant that regularly 
prime audiences, consciously or unconsciously, to support the 
interests of particular holders or seekers of political power.” 
Entman 2007: 166 
 

A comentat [XYZ5]: “… any given set of perceived facts can 
yield news that slants toward one side, the other side, or even 
(as in the journalistic ideal) neither 
side.” Entman 2007:  167 
 

A comentat [XYZ6]: “Ideologies held by 
reporters and editors may also play a role in shaping the news” 
Entman 2007: 167 
 

A comentat [XYZ7]: “All information-processing persons 
and organizations employ what might more neutrally be called 
heuristics.” Entman 2007:  166 



these blandishments emerge most importantly from the evaluative standards they apply to 
actors playing the political game and from the production norms encouraged by market 
competition. The former include a tendency to slant news favorably toward the side 
regarded as most powerful, popular, and unified. The latter include such well-documented 
qualities of news as simplification and fragmentation. […] If the decision biases 
persistently converge with stable concentrations of political skill and resources possessed 
by particular interests, media frames could consistently favor certain policy outcomes and 
political actors. Such content biases could exist even where journalists and news 
organizations possess no conscious ideological goals, indeed where they consciously 
pursue balance.”4 
Ward provides the philosophical framework for pragmatic news objectivity; the traditional 
notion of objectivity is based on the mistaken belief that objectivity requires absolute 
standards and knowledge that is independent of perspective; pragmatic objectivity tests 
the essential activities of interpreting, evaluating and adopting a perspective. “For most of 
the 20th century, news objectivity has been a dominant ethic, requiring reporters to be 
accurate and fair, and to deliver the news with as little bias as possible. Traditionally, this 
has entailed the avoidance of all evaluation and judgment, the use of only facts and 
perfectly neutral chronicles of events. This traditional formulation of news objectivity is no 
longer adequate. A new theory is needed, one that retains the ideal of news objectivity 
while responding to the needs of today’s journalism. […] In practice, traditional objectivity 
now lacks the ethical force to guide journalists because criticisms of objectivity have cast a 
pall of doubt over the ideal. Moreover, the relevancy of news objectivity is questioned as 
newsrooms move toward a more interpretive journalism.”5 Ward states that objective 
belief is the product of an active problem-solving agent whose belief and standards are 
means to certain goals; defenders of objective belief have answered the relativist and the 
skeptic by trying to prove that certain knowledge exists; news objectivity is a species of 
pragmatic objectivity. “An interpretation is objective if it is well justified according to the 
best available standards. There are three types of standards: empirical standards that test 
a belief’s agreement with the facts, such as standards for careful observation, controlled 
experiments, statistical measurement and prediction; standards of coherence that 
evaluate how consistent an interpretation is with the rest of what we believe, such as 
standards of valid reasoning; and standards of rational debate that include a 
commitment to rational persuasion and tolerance, to fair consideration of rival views and 
counter-evidence.”6 Ward affirms that an objective news report is an objective 
interpretation; the norms of impartiality require balanced and fair reports about disputes 
and controversy; reasonable, non-arbitrary judgments must be made about specific norms 
such as fairness and the overall objectivity of a story. “The duty to inform truthfully may 
conflict with the duty to respect a person’s privacy. For instance, informing a community 
that a convicted pedophile has taken up residence must be weighed against the duty to 
respect the pedophile’s rights and privacy. When such conflicts arise, there will be 
tradeoffs between norms. The privacy rights of the pedophile may be sacrificed to public 
safety if there is a high risk that he will re-offend and if he has moved next door to an 
elementary school. When journalists make these tradeoffs, the circumstances of the case 
will help to guide the search for a compromise between opposing standards. To evaluate a 
report, or series of reports, as objective is to weigh and balance these many standards − 
standards determined by the craft of journalism and the public it serves.”7 

A comentat [XYZ8]: “… provides the philosophical 
framework for pragmatic news objectivity” Ward 1999:  3 

A comentat [XYZ9]: “The traditional notion of objectivity is 
flawed because it is based on the mistaken belief that 
objectivity requires absolute standards and knowledge that is 
independent of perspective”. Ward 1999: 3 

A comentat [XYZ10]: “it tests the essential activities of inter- 
preting, evaluating and adopting a perspective.” Ward 1999: 3 
 

A comentat [XYZ11]: “Objective belief ... is the product of an 
active problem-solving agent 
whose beliefs and standards are means to certain goals” Ward 
1999: 4 
 

A comentat [XYZ12]: “Objective belief ... is the product of an 
active problem-solving agent 
whose beliefs and standards are means to certain goals” Ward 
1999: 4 
 

A comentat [XYZ13]: “News objectivity is a species of 
pragmatic objectivity”. Ward 1999: 4 

A comentat [XYZ14]: “An objective news report is an 
objectiveinterpretation.” Ward 1999: 5 

A comentat [XYZ15]: “The norms of impartiality require 
balanced and fair reports about disputes 
and controversy.” Ward 1999: 5 
 

A comentat [XYZ16]: “reasonable, non-arbitrary judgments 
must be made about specific norms such as fairness and the 
overall objectivity of a story”. Ward 1999: 5 
 



Picard notices that changes in technologies, society, and media-use patterns are disrupting 
the business models that provided financial resources for news organizations; news 
organizations produce intrinsic instrumental value, furthering the pursuit of truth, 
knowledge, self iden- tity, and democratic participation; it is essential for news 
organizations to rethink their activities and approaches to journalism today (in order to 
improve value creation for consumers, advertisers, investors, journalists, and society). 
“Regular consumption of news is central to the political and social philosophies of liberal 
democracies and to the existing business models of news organizations. Unfortunately, 
such regular news con- sumption is an aberration rather than normal practice. The rates 
of news consumption are declining precipitously, thus endangering the future of news 
organizations and their ability to serve their functions in society. For more than a hundred 
years the business of news organizations has not been content.”8 Picard stresses that news 
organizations today are confronted with social and economic conditions that threaten 
their sustainability; broadcast news providers reach audiences through pro- gram slots 
content streams, specialized channels, and through new technologies; large-scale changes 
in lifestyles and communication tech- nology have changed the roles of news organizations 
in society. “Across news media, innovative news gathering and dissemination practices 
have been introduced and efforts have been made to break down walls between news 
departments and business, marketing, and advertising departments in efforts to deliver 
news and information more effectively and profitably. These efforts have created 
mechanisms that allow much better ways to track and learn about audiences than existed 
before. Yet none of these factors are solving the fundamental rejection of news and 
information by audiences, which has been growing during recent decades.”9 Picard puts it 
that changes in media, technology, and audience and advertiser be- havior have destroyed 
value for most media companies and news or- ganizations; news organizations today are 
experiencing a continuing crisis of value destruction; news media have been seeking to 
provide material in which people are interested and that they want to read, see or hear. 
“Media managers make assessments of what they believe aggregate groups of audiences 
want to receive. There is furthermore a tendency to try to serve the wants of the largest 
audience group to the detriment of smaller groups. This market-driven approach has been 
understood by many news organization managers to involve constant surveying in search 
of interests that will attract large audiences of desired demo- graphic groups. The results 
have been, predictably, to reduce serious news and to increase health information, 
relationship content, enter- tainment coverage, and lifestyle materials that reflect the 
content of magazines, niche cable channels, and Internet sites and to attempt to provide 
something for everybody.”10 
Barnhurst observes that reporters’ definition of news emerged as the telegraph and 
telephone (along with wire services) became a network for covering the who, what, when, 
and where of politics; reporters are using networked resources to gather information and 
find connections among related events, past and present; the Internet occupies a larger 
place in the journalist’s imaginarium as more newspapers and audience members moved 
on line. “A descriptive study of electronic editions from U.S. regions and market 
conditions found that newspapers did not appear to reinvent themselves on line. Instead 
the Web versions re- produced the substance of their print editions in a way that related 
similarly to readers. Reaching stories on line involved a process of mul- tiple screen jumps 
and scrolls, and only a few stories had added features, such as hyper-links to additional 
information, images, or interactive resources. The on-line newspaper stories themselves 

A comentat [XYZ17]: “Changes in technologies, society, and 
media-use patterns are  disrupting the business models that 
provided financial resources for news  organizations.” Picard 
2006: 3 

A comentat [XYZ18]: “News organizations produce intrinsic 
and  
instrumental value, furthering the pursuit of truth, knowledge, 
self identity, and democratic  
participation” Picard 2006: 3 

A comentat [XYZ19]: " it is essential for news organizations 
to rethink their activities and approaches to journalism today 
in order to improve  
value creation for five central stakeholders: consumers, 
advertisers, investors, journalists, and  
society" Picard 2006: 3 
 

A comentat [XYZ20]: “News organizations today are 
confronted with social and economic conditions that  
threaten their sustainability.” Picard 2006: 6 
 

A comentat [XYZ21]: “Broadcast news providers reach 
audiences through program slots in general content streams, 
specialized channels, and through new technologies” Picard 
2006:  7 

A comentat [XYZ22]: “large-scale changes in lifestyles and 
communication technology have  
changed the roles of news organizations in society.” Picard 
2006: 7 
 

A comentat [XYZ23]: Changes in media, technology, and  
audience and advertiser behavior have destroyed value for 
most media companies and news organizations.” Picard 2006: 
10 
 

A comentat [XYZ24]: “News organizations today are 
experiencing a continuing crisis of value destruction.” Picard 
2006: 11 

A comentat [XYZ25]: “… news media have been seeking to 
provide material in which people are  interested and that they 
want to read see or hear.” Picard 2006: 14 

A comentat [XYZ26]: “Their definition of news emerged as 
the telegraph and telephone, along with wire services, became a 
network for covering the who, what, when, and where of 
journalism.” Barnhurst 2010: 1082 

A comentat [XYZ27]: “But  reporters  were  using  
networked resources  to  gather  information  and  find  
connections  among  related  events,  past  as  well  as  present." 
Barnhurst 2010: 1083 

A comentat [XYZ28]: The Internet occupied a larger place in 
the journalist’s imaginarium as more newspapers and  
audience members moved on line." Barnhurst 2002: 4 



differed very little from those printed in the originating newspapers. The Internet versions 
did not usually add to or change the text of the stories, and their visual presentation was 
spare, especially compared to print, which had a richer typographical range and presented 
many more images.”11 Barnhurst claims that although newspaper publishers moved 
quickly to establish an on-line presence, they have been slower to exploit the full 
capabilities of the technology; the print-edition text is usually transferred directly to 
Internet sites (it might seem safe to presume that the rise of Internet news has had little 
impact on news content); historical content analysis that considers the presentation and 
organization of news coverage along with the content of stories is not possible for Web 
news. “The greatest contrast between print and Internet editions was the flow of wire-
service content on-line. These might be attractive to a news junkie but other readers would 
likely skip them. Many different versions of the same event can appear on the same day’s 
site: one generated by the newspaper staff, one by the Associated Press, one by Reuters, 
and so forth, as well as other duplications due to posting errors, dateline errors, and the 
like. The many versions provide variation without real difference, the same events 
rendered in very similar (or identical) ways.”12  
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Un alt exemplu este articolul adnotat al Angelei Banciu, intitulat Institutional Reform in the 

European Union, publicat în Angela Banciu - Pages from Geopolitics, nr. 2-2009 (vezi pdf-ul 

atașat, Angela Banciu - Pages from Geopolitics-Nr-2-2009).  

Profitorii acestei caracatițe academice sunt mulți și însemnați. Iată o listă a autorilor copy-

paste, marca Addelton-Lăzăroiu: 

 

ŞTEFAN PĂUN - profesor universitar la universitatea Hyperion, decanul Facultăţii de Istorie-

Geografie  

http://www.hyperionline.ro/facultatea-de-istorie-geografie.html 

„Democratization and the Romanian Post-Communist Transition”, Linguistic and Philosophical 

Investigations, vol. 7 [189] 

A comentat [XYZ29]: “… although newspaper publishers 
moved quickly to establish an on -line presence, they have been 
slower to exploit the full capabilities of the technology.” 
Barnhurst 2002: 6 

A comentat [XYZ30]: “Because the print-edition text is 
usually transferred directly to Internet sites, it might seem safe 
to presume that the rise of Internet news has had little impact 
on news content. “  Barnhurst 2002: 8 
 

A comentat [XYZ31]: “Historical content analysis that 
considers the presentation and organization of news 
coveragealong with the content of stories is not currently 
possible for Web news.” Barnhurst 2002: 9 



„National Development and Transitional Politics in Romania”, Linguistic and Philosophical 

Investigations, vol. 7 [221] 

32 articole 

 

 

GEORGE LĂZĂROIU 

„News as a Social Artifact”, Linguistic and Philosophical Investigations, vol. 7 [194] 

„How the Media Constructs Reality”, Linguistic and Philosophical Investigations, vol. 7 [225] 

 

 

ADRIAN CONSTANTINESCU – se declară „Cercetător principal la Societatea de Lingvistică 

Teoretică” (un „partener” Addleton şi USH) 

traduce, probabil, articolele pentru Addleton; face parte din sistem 

http://forum.softpedia.com/joburi/curs/cursuri-lb-straineengleza-franceza-la-sediul-institutiilor-

58.html 

http://www.romanilanewyork.com/content/blogsection/14/638/ 

http://www.bestjobs.ro/adrian.constntinescu 

„Why Should a Truth-Conditional Theory of Meaning Take the Form of a Properly Semantic 

Theory?”, Linguistic and Philosophical Investigations, vol. 7 [205] 

19 articole 

 

MĂDĂLINA STELIANA NICOLOF (DEACONU) – fost lector univ. la Piteşti, actualmente 

lector univ. dr. la Titu Maiorescu (http://www.utm.ro/index.php?module=fcontent&id=70) 

Lista ei de lucrări este compusă aproape exclusiv din Addleton/Denbridge/Cartea 

Universitară/Ars Academica 

http://www.upit.ro/upload/fisiere/26/Doctorat/Rezumate/Nicolof%20Madalina.pdf 

„Second Language Acquisition and the Networked Multimedia Environments”, Linguistic and 

Philosophical Investigations, vol. 7 [209] 

23 articole 

 

OANA (MAGDALENA) GHERMAN – dr în filosofie, autoare a două cărţi de filosofie 

(existente în biblioteci), profesor de liceu – se pare că nu a profitat (până acum) de cele 14 

colaborări copy-paste la Addleton. 

„The Model of Meaning in Terms of Truth-Conditions”, Linguistic and Philosophical 

Investigations, vol. 7 [213] 

14 articole 

 

ADRIANA (MIŢU) DRĂGAN - Conferenţiar universitar doctor, (fost?) prodecan al Facultăţii de 

Muzică - USH 

http://www.muzicafortis.ro/cvadrg.html 

 „The Meaning of Choral Musical Experience”, Linguistic and Philosophical Investigations, vol. 

7 [294] 

 „The Melodic Substance of Sacred Choral Music”, Linguistic and Philosophical Investigations, 

vol. 7 [310] 

4 articole 

 



VIORICA BARBU-IURAŞCU - lector universitar doctor, etnomuzicolog (solist de muzică 

populară), USH 

25 de „studii” copy-paste publicate la Addleton/Denbridge 

http://www.spiruharet.ro/facultati/muzica/cadre/85c35da3ca607a5c75ead7593244bfab.pdf 

„Emotional Expression and Complexity in Music”, Linguistic and Philosophical Investigations, 

vol. 7 [298] 

„Melodic Contour and the Significance of Rules of Musical Style”, Linguistic and Philosophical 

Investigations, vol. 7 [314] 

25 articole 

 

OVIDIU DRĂGAN - Lector universitar doctor Facultatea de Muzică – USH (fost?) 

„Textural Structure and Manner of Execution in Sacred Choral Music”, Linguistic and 

Philosophical Investigations, vol. 7 [302] 

„Self-Perception of Aesthetic Experience in Choral Music”, Linguistic and Philosophical 

Investigations, vol. 7 [318] 

4 articole 

 

LUMINIŢA POGĂCEANU - Lector universitar doctor Facultatea de Muzică – USH, secretarul 

Comisiei de etică a Facultăţii 

http://www.spiruharet.ro/facultati/muzica/cadre/60f4b9d1b53fc78acd510ad827dfda66.pdf 

„Paradigms of Compositional Logic in Piano Music”, Linguistic and Philosophical 

Investigations, vol. 7 [306] 

„Essentialism and Musicality”, Linguistic and Philosophical Investigations, vol. 7 [322] 

34 articole 

 

DUMITRU VĂDUVA – judecător la Piteşti, lector universitar la Universitatea din Piteşti 

http://www.coruptiainarges.ro/intamplari.php?id=46&id_i=712&data=2009-01-09 

http://www.upit.ro/upload/fisiere/40/personal%20catedra%20de%20stiinte%20juridice/Dumitru_

VADUVA.pdf 

 „Contract Enforcement and the Pattern of Trade”, Linguistic and Philosophical Investigations, 

vol. 7 [326] 

 „Justice, the Law of Contacts, and the Economics of Law”, Linguistic and Philosophical 

Investigations, vol. 7 [358] 

8 articole 

 

AUREL PERA - lector universitar la Universitatea din Craiova 

http://cis01.ucv.ro/DPPD/membri.htm 

„Advanced Mathematical Thinking and Cognitive Development”, Linguistic and Philosophical 

Investigations, vol. 7 [185] 

„The Psychology of Mathematics Education and the Conjectural Nature of Experimental 

Mathematics”, Linguistic and Philosophical Investigations, vol. 7 [217] 

21 articole 

 

CAMELIA MORĂREANU – procuror, lector univ. dr. Universitatea din Piteşti 

http://www.upit.ro/upload/fisiere/40/personal%20catedra%20de%20stiinte%20juridice/Camelia

MORAREANU.pdf 



 „Knowing and Governing Prisoners and Prison”, Linguistic and Philosophical Investigations, 

vol. 7 [330] 

„The Logic of State Punishment and Criminal Responsibility”, Linguistic and Philosophical 

Investigations, vol. 7 [350] 

6 articole 

 

ELISE VÂLCU – jurist avocat, lector univ. dr. Universitatea din Piteşti 

http://www.upit.ro/upload/fisiere/40/personal%20catedra%20de%20stiinte%20juridice/EliseVAL

CU.pdf 

„Effects of Judicial Quality on the Pattern of Trade”, Linguistic and Philosophical Investigations, 

vol. 7 [334] 

„Contract Law, Economic Reasoning, and Trade Agreements”, Linguistic and Philosophical 

Investigations, vol. 7 [354] 

6 articole 

 

FELICIA GEORGESCU -? 

„Contract Law and Behavioral Economics”, Linguistic and Philosophical Investigations, vol. 7 

[338] 

2 articole 

 

ION ZĂULEŢ - ? 

„How Legal Institutions Impact Countries’ Financial Development”, Linguistic and 

Philosophical Investigations, vol. 7 [342] 

3 articole 

 

VERONICA BĂDESCU-ŞERBĂNOIU – judecător Curtea de Apel din Piteşti, lector univ. 

Facultatea de Contabilitate şi Finanţe, Râmnicu-Vâlcea, USH 

http://jurisprudentacedo.com/judecator-veronica-badescu.html 

„Law Reforms and Domestic Violence”, Linguistic and Philosophical Investigations, vol. 7 [346] 

3 articole 

 

DORIN DOBRIŞAN – prof. univ dr. Facultatea de Contabilitate şi Finanţe, Râmnicu-Vâlcea 

http://www.indiscret.ro/171/indiscretii/6072/zvon-de-valcea-directorul-cec-suspendat-din-

functie.html 

http://www.voceavalcii.ro/2012/01/12/dorin-dobrisan-va-fi-implicat-intr-un-nou-scandal-de-

coruptie/ 

 „Inflationary Expectations and the Transmission of the Policy Interest Rate”, Linguistic and 

Philosophical Investigations, vol. 7  [362] 

„Contemporaneous Monetary Policy Decision and Growing Global Financial Integration”, 

Linguistic and Philosophical Investigations, vol. 7  [384] 

51 articole 

        

CONSTANTIN ZAHARIA • NICOLAE TUDORESCU   

IOANA ZAHARIA 

 

 



CONSTANTIN ZAHARIA – conf. univ. dr Facultatea de Economie si Administrarea Afacerilor 

Universitatea din Craiova, evaluator ARACIS 

http://pfe.aracis.ro/inscriere/registru/evaluator/1210/ 

39 articole 

 

NICOLAE TUDORESCU - fost viceprimar (PSD) al municipiului Drobeta Turnu Severin, 

arbitru al Curţii de Arbitraj Comercial Mehedinţi, director de Programe Phare 

http://drobetaturnuseverin.net/nicolae-tudorescu-psd-anchetat-de-ani-pentru-fals-%C3%AEn-

declara%C5%A3ii?page=1673 

„Production Systems and Environmental Management”, Linguistic and Philosophical 

Investigations, vol. 7  [367] 

„Technical Developments and Human-Centered Production Systems”, Linguistic and 

Philosophical Investigations, vol. 7  [380] 

 

LUMINIŢA IONESCU – decan Universitatea SPIRU HARET, Facultatea de Contabilitate şi 

Finanţe Rm. Vâlcea, studii postdoctorale în desfăşurare la Academia Română, 

POSDRU/89/1.5/S/61755. Este evaluator ARACIS. 

Întreaga listă de Lucrări semnificative (din CV) pe ultimii 5 ani este formată exclusiv din articole 

publicate la Addleton sau Denbridge (= Addleton) 

http://www.spiruharet.ro/facultati/management-

bucuresti/cadre/ed482a80eef894d09761b590a545c067.pdf 

http://pfe.aracis.ro/inscriere/registru/evaluator/335/ 

Trece în CV citări în articole copy-paste. Premii acordate de Contemporary Science 

Association. 

„Internal Control Effectiveness and Risk-Management Process”, Linguistic and Philosophical 

Investigations, vol. 7  [372] 

63 articole 

 

ELENA-MARIA TUDOR 

http://www.bestjobs.ro/elye81 

„Monetary Policy Shocks and Financial Stability”, Linguistic and Philosophical Investigations, 

vol. 7  [376] 

18 articole 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


